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Abstract. The Dvoretzky-Hanani theorem states that the general term of any
perfectly divergent series in a finite dimensional space does not tend to zero. An
intuitive proof is provided R2,using a construction that allows us to determine a
choice of ± such that
a1 ± a2 ± a3 ± a4...± an...
converges to a point in the space if ||ai|| → 0. Extensions to the construction are
proposed for the general Rn.
1. Sketch of proof
For a sequence of vectors {ai} ∈ R
2 let us call a particular choice of ± in
a1 ± a2 ± a3 ± a4...± an...
an assignment, denoted A. For example
A1({ai}) = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4...+ an...
A2({ai}) = a1 − a2 + a3 − a4...+ (−1)
nan...
are two assignments for {ai}. We will partition the sequence {ai} ∈ R
2 (||ai|| → 0)
into finite subsets Sm such that they preserve the order of the sequence {ai}, and
also ai ∈ Sm =⇒ ||ai|| < 1/(m+ 1)
2. We then provide Am such that
||Am({Sm})|| < 6/(m+ 1)
2
As the terms ||Am({Sm})|| have size of at most 6/(m+1)
2, using the Am’s in summing
{ai} gives a sum of vectors which converges, proving the result.
1
2. Two-dimensional case
Let {ai} ∈ R
2 with ||ai|| → 0, under the Euclidian norm. As ||ai|| → 0, there exists
a minimum positive integer Nk ∈ Z
+ for any k ≥ 0 ∈ Z+ such that
||an|| < 1/(k + 1)
2, ∀n > Nk
Let {Ni} be the sequence of all such indices and define Sm =
{
aNm+1, aNm+2, ..., aNm+1
}
for m > 1 and S0 = {a1, a2, ..., aN0} for m = 0 respectively. Because S0 is finite, its
assignment A0 does not affect the convergence of the overall series. Under these
definitions if s ∈ Sm, m > 0 then
1/(m+ 2)2 < ||s|| < 1/(m+ 1)2
To provide Am, we first partition R
2 into six equal regions Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 (see Fig. 1).
If Sm contains up to 6 terms, any choice of Am will satisfy
||Am({Sm})|| < 6/(m+ 1)
2
so we may consider Sm to have more than 6 terms. In this case we form distinct pairs
of terms (u, v) u, v ∈ Sm, Ui as follows: start pairing the terms randomly and if any
one remains unpaired leave it unpaired. Then calculate the difference u − v for all
pairs (u, v). By our partitioning of R2, the angle between u and v is ≤ 60◦ so by the
cosine rule either ||u− v|| ≤ ||u|| or ||u− v|| ≤ ||v|| so
||u− v|| < 1/(m+ 1)2
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Figure 1. Partitioning of R2 in six areas.
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The set Cm1 containing the (u− v) terms and any unpaired terms satisfies n(Cm1) <
n(Sk) and c ∈ Cm1 =⇒ ||c|| < 1/(m + 1)
2. Repeating this process using Cm1
instead of Sm gives another set Cm2 with n(Cm2) < n(Cm1) and c ∈ Cm2 =⇒ ||c|| <
1/(m+ 1)2. We can repeat the process for i = {3, 4, 5...} to obtain gives Cmi’s with
a strictly decreasing number of elements until for some j n(Cmj) ≤ 6 for some j.
Adding the (at most six) terms of Cmj gives a vector with magnitude ≤ 6/(m+ 1)
2,
and we may trace the above process backwards to determine Am such that
||Am({Sm})|| < 6/(m+ 1)
2
and using these Am’s in summing {ai}
A0({S0}) + A1({S1}) + A2({S2}) + ... + Am({Sm}) + ...
gives a sum of vectors which converges to a point, because each coordinate of
Equivalently, because ||ai|| → 0 implies the existence of a A such that A({ai}) con-
verges, which we can determine through this algorithm, a perfectly divergent series
must require that ||ai|| does not tend to 0.
3. Argument extensions
By the above argument, for a non-Euclidian norm || · ||d over R
2 with the property
||u+ δu||d → ||u||d as ||δu||d → 0, ∀u, δu ∈ R
n, there clearly also exists an assignment
such that A({ai}) converges: algorithm for a Euclidian norm we can determine A
such that A({ai})→ l ∈ R
2 and ||A({ai})||d converges regardless of || · ||d.
In order to extend the result to Rn with a Euclidian norm it suffices to prove that
there exists a partitioning of Rn into a finite number of subsets such that for any
u, v ∈ Rn, either ||u−v|| ≤ ||u|| or ||u−v|| ≤ ||v||. The rest of the argument remains
unchanged.
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